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i have not tried this before, but it looks like a useful tool. the instructions say that you can do it yourself, but i guess you could get someone to download it and then go on yourself. the friend and i cannot afford to buy the mac right now, either, and i am a bit
too shy to call apple to explain how to download it. any advice is welcome. bh 20:23, 10 march 2011 (utc) if you want to start using max right away, then you should get a copy of free tutorials for max , which covers the topics in lesson 5 and 6. it also covers

1, 2, and 4, as well as other topics. this is the most comprehensive tutorial i know of for max. you can download the tutorial from versacms.com and download the lesson files for all the lessons, so you can learn at your own pace. you will also need to buy some
skills, such as autolith for the first lesson (it is included in the tutorials), the "lizard" for the second lesson (a new plugin that draws lines with the pen tool), and a lightbox or a better camera for the third lesson. if you want to learn max, there are several books
that you can use as reading material: - max elements by zuki korman (awesome book, about 50 pages more than necessary) - shape and size by peter bowden (again, great book, for people who want to know about the basics of complex shapes in and around
3ds max) - animating muscular proportions by ken price (another great book, the only book i have ever purchased on muscle modeling, an invaluable reference, and a joy to work through) - here is the notice printed at the bottom of the last page of the score
(you can click on the image to see it in full size;- the last line of the first paragraph is a copyright notice), as well as the preface by toth - i think it refers to 1923 work, not 1921- for further information on either the marx or music-pf conc., you would have to

look at the enclosed information on that score.
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DrBob - very cool! I doubt that most of the proper nouns are likely to be neglected, or changed for that matter. Would you like me to add a link to the download page for the Met Opera versions? A summary of the Met operas you've listed in the source is included in the
Opera List section of our wiki. Thanks! Eric 03:47, 24 April 2011 (UTC) Should I not do this? It was done before and someone said they were worried it would be "dreadfully bad"- I thought maybe it was not needed at this time since we're only 7 years behind? Who knows,

I don't claim to be a noob or anything, I just don't know how to do those things. :) Eric 06:27, 24 April 2011 (UTC) It is already posted and ready to download. Just get the.rar file and extract it. The files inside of the.rar will need to be added to the games page, though
that will take some work as we've never uploaded a game onto the wiki before. It's also at a higher resolution, but it has full support and will open up your scene. I used the script on the homepage and the.rar file to create the game. Enjoy :) Eric 04:23, 25 April 2011

(UTC) Look here, this just in! All of the Met operas that you listed can be downloaded in full or in just the last act. However, I believe that there are files that are missing from the download, so please check this out and tell me what you think. It should be noted that they
are huge files so if you wish to upload them, please do so elsewhere. The link for the Opera section of the Wikipedia can be found here: Music Opera List The full list of works can be found here: Opera by Brandenburg (33) The website has gotten a little out of hand over

the years, so I am leaving it to the editors to add anything they think should be uploaded. Eric 03:48, 1 May 2011 (UTC) 5ec8ef588b
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